Introduction
At the corner of Water Street and Cawston Avenue stands the public art sculpture
Gold, Silver & Lead, created by Canadian artist Jed Lind (b. 1978). This work of
art was generously gifted by the artist to inspire reflection and spark conversation
about landscape, consumption, and our connection to the urban environment.
The cars, crafted from painted steel, disassemble and deteriorate as they rise,
becoming indistinguishable by the time they reach their tallest point at almost
25 feet. Stripped of both form and function, the illusion of Gold, Silver & Lead
transforms our familiar urban landscape into a contemplative space. Acquired as
a gift to the Gallery’s permanent collection in 2019, Gold, Silver & Lead is proudly
held by the Kelowna Art Gallery on behalf of the City of Kelowna to ensure that
future generations will continue to discover the incredible diversity of Canadian art.

A Public Presence
Jed Lind’s Gold, Silver & Lead
By Richard Rhodes
Thanks to a connected smartphone and a quick Google search, we know that the
curb weight of a 1979 Honda Civic hatchback is at least 600 kilograms. That weight
is somewhat heavier than the Honda Civics that appear in Jed Lind’s Gold, Silver
& Lead, since the Civics in the sculpture do not have front hoods, engines, or tires.
Lind gives us the car bodies piled up like children’s blocks — right side up, upside
down, seven times over — and as the tower grows, we see them lose doors and
windows and eventually a roof. By day, over the sculptures top edge and through
the open holes of the missing sections, are views to the city and the sky. By night,
we see the sparkle and void of the Milky Way.
The image roots for Lind’s tower owe something to the makeshift car piles rising in
the auto scrapyards that haunt the margins of the landscape. But Lind’s Hondas
are careful replications, not salvaged parts. They were created in a fabrication shop
out of laser-cut steel and then coated with pristine white epoxy primer. Waiting for
colour, as it were, they have an abstract, unfinished aspect that harks back to the
automotive assembly line. And so, with both latent images and sources in tow,
the tower grows complicated. The whiff of abandoned dereliction contends with
the crisp order of hovering machinery and industrial production. There is tension.
The blank-faced component parts fuse the beginning and end of a car’s passage
through the world. These are the reference points we think about as we look at
the work. The meaning of the sculpture turns on them. It is an artwork grounded
in what maybe should not be a startling fact: that Honda has made and sold 18
million Civic cars since the 1970s. In other words, we are looking at a tower that, if
all those cars were taken into account, could have been higher.
Another interesting fact about those Honda Civics is that one of them, a hatchback
like the ones in the sculpture, was bought by the futurist Buckminster Fuller. An
early leader of the environmentalist movement, Fuller appreciated the good sense
of a compact, modestly priced, gas-friendly car. He was enthusiastic about its
handling capacity too. (Watch any of the various films in the Fast and Furious
franchise for confirmation of that capacity.) Honda, needless to say, was excited

by such an elevated endorsement. Looking to build a bigger North American market
for the car, it asked Fuller to appear in an advertisement. The result ran as a showy
two-page ad in various popular magazines. It showed “Bucky” (as he is referred to
in the text) smiling for the camera and standing proudly behind a Civic, one hand on
the fender, the other on the roof. The car in the picture was a white one, soulmate to
Lind’s hatchbacks.
The company logo at the bottom of the ad was accompanied by the phrase “Honda,
we make it simple.” It was understood to be a fulsome kind of simple, the way
Fuller’s geodesic dome was simple. The latter was used as a background image
in the ad. The car’s smallness stood in notable contrast to the roomy dome. This
smallness was the code for its simplicity. Smallness shaped the car’s social image as
a vehicle democratically scaled in cost to be a car for Everyman and Everywoman.
It was smallness that answered the troublesome questions that stemmed from the
then-destabilized global oil economy. The root word also appeared in the title of
the influential 1973 book, Small Is Beautiful, by the economist E.F. Schumacher,
that was something of a source text for the dawning environmentalism of the time.
Honda’s simple car — low in price, low in running cost and resource depletion —
was the car to change squandering habits, the car to save the world.
Lind’s sculpture is a memorial for this hopeful moment. With its matching simplicity,
the sculpture uses the familiarity of its car bodies — the pressed steel side panels,
the generous window contours, the rear-end licence plate recess area — to provoke
our day-to-day recognition of these things. In this personal context, we are brought
closer to thinking about the role of the car in shaping our cities, economies, and
culture. Environmental issues, however, are now less simple than when Fuller
smiled at us from a magazine. Our view of the car has evolved since then. We
wonder if there is any responsible, sensible version of it that will truly work in the
long run. Dwindling fuel resources and the accelerated climate consequences of
having burned them have ended any confident belief in futurity. The gas-fuelled
dreams of the modern age have morphed into anxious fears for the planet’s safety.
We measure ourselves on those terms. We calculate the possibilities of very real
disappearances, ourselves included.
This elemental instability is voiced sculpturally in the literal dematerialization of the
cars in Gold, Silver & Lead. Their ever-diminishing mass as the tower rises overhead
is a memorial or testimony to that instability too. When we note that Lind was born
in 1978, the 1979 Hondas stacked turning the corner of Water Street and Cawston
Avenue become real-time tokens of a life story — both his and ours. Through these
implications, the artwork becomes the very definition of a contemporary one. It
places us within a context that is alive and interactive as we look. As public art it
imaginatively connects with the passing traffic, the fullness of the nearby parking lot,
and even today’s weather compared with yesterday’s. It generates consideration of
its place and time.
This is no mean achievement for a work of art that is now a decade old. It was
commissioned in 2011 for the Toronto Sculpture Garden as the park marked its
thirtieth anniversary as a site dedicated to creating public dialogue through public
art. The work’s original site was a reclaimed lot wedged between a downtown
cathedral and a newly built residential condominium. The tower sat on grass for that
outing, not the concrete base where it sits now. With the spire of the cathedral in
front and a beautified alleyway behind, the Toronto site was constricted in a way that
the sculpture’s current placement is not. Still, the work was popular and it was well
reviewed in the Toronto press at the time.

It’s reception had been prepared by the name Lind had already made for himself
with his prior local gallery exhibitions. They had featured works that introduced
his thematic interest in vehicles. Also present were the environmental sensitivities
that saw him work largely with recycled materials. In A Canoe Is a Canoe Is a
Canoe (2008) — a title already inclined towards modular stacking — he had
made a filigree wire canoe that looked as if it had been fashioned from chain-link
fencing. To make it, he had carved up an actual aluminum canoe. With the work
placed downturned on the floor of gallery, the shine of the gallery lights on the
metal suggested the fluidity of water coursing along its curves. The fleeting surface
animation and manufactured transparency of the once body-holding vessel created
a memorable ghost canoe — a structure haunted by where it had come from and
held in suspension from where it might go.
The material poetics of Lind’s work have always been extraordinary, as has the
continuing reference point of visionary inventors. He is a sculptor of materials as
much as an object maker. In Frost King (2008), for instance, a worn American flag
threads through a tetrahedral kite based on a design by Alexander Graham Bell.
The kite is made from the removed portions of Canoe. The combination of the
two — rag-like and futuristic at the same time — tethers ideas of flight and soaring
geometry to a faded glory impeding the potential of liftoff. Here is a metaphor about
the intersection of science and politics. Another work, Civic, made use of an actual
hood section from a 1979 Honda Civic. Lind turned to Fuller again to create one
of his geodesic polygons out of the red and mottled hood. The size of a beach
ball, the object has an aggressive, sharp-edged clarity, like a Fuller meteorite that
has crashed through the atmosphere to land on a gallery plinth like a mini car
apocalypse.
A follow-up public sculpture by Lind lets us consider his expertise with scale.
From 2013, Ballast is a cast-bronze geodesic fretwork outlining the prow of a
Great Lakes freighter. It had been commissioned for a new building in a Toronto
neighbourhood with a historic connection to commercial shipping. In any given
lunch hour, hundreds of pedestrians would pass the hull rising from a sidewalk
terrace. The open nature of the fretwork gave the sculpture some of Lind’s
trademark transparency and created two very different orientations for those
who came within its physical orbit. To walk on one side was to be held inside
the hull, as if you had taken the place of cargo. To walk on the other was to be
outside, a part of the open water being breached. The exchange was reflexive.
You looked through the sculpture and saw others on the opposite side. Lind had
scaled down the freighter to not only fit the sites demands but also the sculpture’s
balance with its viewers. It was neither too tall to be dominating nor too small to be
inconsequential. It was human in scale while remaining itself.
Gold, Silver & Lead has a similar physical finesse. At 25 feet in height, it is as tall
as a typical two-storey house. There is an implicit act of containing involved in the
revealing of the car interiors, which are illuminated from the inside at night. We
are meant to remember that they have been built to hold us. They are figuratively
the house we live in, the house we leave, the house that more than a century
of car production has built. Lind makes the public point of having us see it as a
dangerous, if comforting, refuge.

Richard Rhodes is an art writer and former editor now living on Vancouver Island.
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Jed Lind (Canadian, b. 1978), Gold, Silver & Lead, 2011, ¼ inch laser cut
steel plate, high-build epoxy coating, LED lights, 24’8” x 4’ x 7’8”.
Gift of the artist, 2019. Photo by Yuri Akuney, Digital Perfections.

